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Raffle Roundup 
by Ray Roberts, President 

1 
Leigh Nichols is proof positive that buying a bunch of 
raffle tickets can pay off in the end. In case you didn't 
know, he won the treadle hammer. We sold $975 of 
tickets. Thank you! 
At the Northwest meeting at the Panhandle Pioneer 
Settlement on December 14, Bill Robertson, in lieu of 
Patty Draper, our SecretarylTreasurer, presented a 
check in the amount of $325 to Linda 
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Smith, representing the Settlement. 
Another third is being held in a special 
account toward the purchase of a power 
hammer for the Barbewille Pioneer Art 
Settlement. With this $325, the new 
total is $662.05. Finally, another $325 
will be used to fund part of a 
scholarship for a.member to take a class 
at the Texarkana College1 ABS 

hBladesmith School at Old Washington, Arkansas. Tico 
Rubio, Steve Schwarzer and Alfred Pendray are setting 
up the criteria. Watch for an early article. 

The Soap Box 
by Murf Murphy, Editor 

-- -- -> 

Utensils by Elmer 
Roush 

This is going to be a space for the editor to say a few 
things once in a while, and for members to write in to get 
their say as well. If you have something to say, write a 
letter to the editor. This month, we have a good first aid 
article by Skeeter Prather, and some news from Lou 
Mueller, the new ABANA 
president. Don't forget that Elmer 
Roush will be the demonstrator at 
the Statewide meeting to be held 
at the Brandenburg's in West 
Palm Beach. Bill Robertson is 
still getting quite a bit of mail for 
the Clinker Breaker, so I want to 
repeat my address, and put out a change in my e-mail 
address. 

Michael "Muff' Murphy 
8537 Moore Woods Road 
Tallahassee, FL 32310 
(904) 421-6622 
e-mail: mmurpl9@polaris.net 

Please send Clinker Breaker correspondence to the above 
address. 



The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. Florida Artist Blacksmith 
Association (FABA) sponsored events are highlighted in bold typeface. The regions have no boundaries - 
everyone is welcome everywhere. Come to more than one if you can. We hcld regular monthly meetings 
in each region (except that we all try to get together at one Statewide Meeting each quarter) on the following 
Saturdays of each month: NE-lst, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-last. The actual dates may vary from month to 
month; check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge. Prospective 
members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools, or just watch. Most 
meetings run from 9AM to 4PM, and you'll need to bring a lunch if you stay all day, unless otherwise noted. 
If you have any questions about meetings please contact the Regional Coordinators listed below: 

Northeast Region: Bob Mancuso (904) 774-2926 
Northwest Region: Dr. Ed Crane (904) 893-3212 
Southeast Region: Mike Luck (954) 434-0798 
Southwest Region: David Reddy (813) 237-0399 

NE Jan4 Ron Fowler's shop, Ft. McCoy. Program will involve brazing and welding as it relates 
to blacksmithing. 

N\N Jan 11 Me1 Wilber's Shop, Tallahassee. Demonstrations of foundry techniques. 
Jan 5 Board of Trustees meeting. 12:00 noon at Bill Robert's Custom Design Metal Arts 

Shop. 3740-NE 40th PL #C; Ocala, FL 34479. 
SE Jan18 STATEWIDE MEETING. Ray and Anne Reynolds' house, Royal Palm Beach. 

a 
Elmer Roush will demonstrate. Details are on the front page of the December issue. 

S\N Jan 25 The Crowley Museum and Nature Center, Sarasota. We will have a demonstration of 
hardie tool making by a FABA greybeard, followed by generalized hardie making. 
They're a lot easier to make when you have a striker. Measure your hardie hole and plan 
to take a new hardie home. 

Feboua~y, 1997 
NE Feb 1 Jim & Gloria Corbet's Vagabond Forge, Umatilla. Jim will demonstrate hnges and 

hasps. Lunch will be sewed. 
N W  Feb 8 Doyle & Bryant Conner's Bar-C Ranch, Lloyd. The program will include making 

discs for the Barbewille gate. 
SE Feb 15 Mike & Marilyn Luck's Colonial Smith & Forge, Ft. Lauderdale. 
S\N Feb 22 To be announced. 

Ma~ch, 1997 
NE M a r l ,  J.C. Hawkins' Horseshoe Acres Forge, Williston. Lunch will be sewed. 
N\N Mar 8 Applecross Forge - Bill Robertson & Patty Draper, Tallahassee. 
SE Marl  Pete & Carolyn Yockey's shop, West Palm Beach. 
SW Mar 22 T o  be announced. 
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PRESIDENT'S 
CORNER 
by Ray Roberts 

Although it is still two weeks to Christmas as 
I write this, it is my January message to you. 
Happy New Year! And, Happy Dozenth New 
Year to FABA. That's right, FABA is one 
dozen years old this year. What a fabulous 
trip it has been- and, hopefully, will be. 

We are looking forward to premier, I say, 
premier demonstrators for the quarterly 
statewide meetings. Elmer Roush, starts the 
year in West Palm Beach by continuing the 
trend toward two-day meetings. Then Larry 
Cooper will demonstrate at the Payton Forge 
in April. David Reddy and Bob Mancuso are 
busy planning for the other two meetings and 
selecting demonstrators. They would 
welcome your input. 

FABA has budgeted up to $2000.00 for these 
meetings on the strong presumption that, if we 
have high quality programs, members will 
cross the state to attend. It follows the theme 
of the movie, Field of Dreams, "If you build 
it, they will come." I, personally, have been 
to all of the quarterly meetings to date. They 
are certainly worth the extra effort it takes, so 
come on out. 

Despite my many desperate pleas, we still do 
not have a Program Chairman. So, as 
President, I, along with the Board of Trustees, 
have already begun planning for the Fall 
Conference. We have already asked Tim 
Ryan, Willard Smith and Alan Moushon to 
reprise their programs. Bill Will, the leather 
worker, will also return. New, will be "The 
Tin Man". Tico Rubio heads a committee 
looking into some changes in the knifemaking 
program. There is much more to do. 

So, as we head into our dozenth year, and my 
last as President, I wish for all of us, Happy 
Forging. Let us move forward individually, 
as blacksmiths and as the best organization of 
blacksmiths in America. 

P.S. For those of you who are interested in 
making a treadle hammer, Charlie Stenman 
and Pete Yockey have given each regional 
coordinator a set of plans. Copies will be 
available. Ray Reynolds has almost finished 
his hammer. 

Westville Blacksmith Position 
Westville Village, a living history museum 
focusing on 1850 west central Georgia, seeks 
a blacksmith to demonstrate traditional skills 
in a traditional setting. 
The primary requirement is the willingness, 
desire, and ability to use our blacksmith shop 
as a classroom about period Blacksmithing. 
Production is important, but secondary to 
providing a positive educational experience 
for Westville's 43,000 annual visitors, 
including 300 school visits a year. Patience is 
a highly positive quality for the right person. 
Salary is negotiable, but expect a range of $14 
- 19 K. Job available January 2. 1997. 
Reasonable rental housing available. 
ABANA was founded in the Westville shop in 
1973, so the right candidate will walk the 
hallowed grounds daily. 
Send resume and references to: Westville 
Village, Attn: Handicrafts Commiftee, P.O. 
Box 1850, Lumpkin, Georgia 31816. 

Pipe Tongs 



+ Southeast Regional News 
by Mike Luck, Regional Coordinator. 

The Southeast Region's meeting was held at Ray & Anne Reynolds' house on 
November 16, with a general hammer-in. A new smith, Scott Bates, was there, 
getting instructions from Larry Odham and Pete Yockey on making blades. Rick &A] 
Furrer and Jim Fagan, both knifemakers, gave a short talk on bladesmithing B 

techniques. Dick Loughlin talked about public relations, and spreading the word 
aa 

on smithing. A new father and son team, Mack and Josh Novaks, showed up for 
their first meeting, and I helped them get over some of the beginner's problems. Mack spent some time on 
hammer control, and Josh worked on hooks and a fire rake. The Novaks are brand new at the smithing 
trade, and are looking for tools of any and all sorts. Ray Reynolds, of course, was present doing his thing, 
along with his son Jon. 
A special thanks to Anne Reynolds, who went out of her way to serve a very good lunch for all. 

Southwest Region News 
by David Reddy, Regional Coordinator- 

The Southwest Region met at Mike's Sand Casting in Tampa on November 23rd. Carl Austin, Mike 
Berry, John Hargrett, Tom Rolfe, Ray Roberts, Jerry Wolfe, Dick Loughlin, Ralph Arnold, Bud Grieshop, 
Cliff Schoenung, and David and Emily (my intrepid daughter) Reddy attended a great presentation by Mike - 

L 
Osborne. Ray Roberts got the distance pin (if you don't count Jerry Wolfe from Ohio), but not by much. 

Mike currently casts only in aluminum, but will be casting in bronze next year. If you need three 
of something, go out in your back yard. If you need 300, you might want to talk to Mike. He produces a 
wide variety of pieces for ornamental ironwork and other purposes. Through incorporating steel tabs in the 
casting, sand casters have made it possible to weld aluminum parts to iron or steel. 

Mike demonstrated casting with molds 2nd loose sand casting. His motto is: If you're dumb enough 
to want to do sand casting; He's dumb enough to teach you. For advice, hand holding or salvation on that 
job you took on in a weak moment, call him at 813-238-5649. He makes molds for items that he is going 
to make again and again and does loose sand casting for one-time pieces. 

Loose sand casting is the kind that you or I are likely to do. In loose sand 
casting you take an item and use it to make a void in just the right moistness of sand 
and fill the void with molten metal. Easy, right? Well, actually the copy is going to 
shrink a little, making it smaller than the original, so you can't make one then two 
then four then eight ... There are a lot of other ways to go wrong, and Mike claims to 
have experienced them all first hand. Still, our crew left with visions of sand casting 

/r (PA.* dancing in their heads. I know I'd have to bid on a bronze sacrificial dagger if it , A-* 

showed up at the auction in Barberville. Thanks Mike, for a first class demonstration. 



Northwest Region News 
by Dr. Ed Crane, Northwest Region Coordinator 

The Northwest Region held its monthly meeting on Saturday November 9,1996, at the house & 
forge of Dr. Skeeter Prather. In attendance were 35 members and guests. It was a cool but beautiful 

sunshiny day and everyone seemed very interested and 
educated by a great knifemaking demonstration by our 
own FABA president Ray Roberts. This program was 
especially welcome because we have had no knifemaking 
programs in this region for many years. Thanks to 
Skeeter for arranging this. 

Ray first forged a blade and tang from high carbon steel 
and hollow ground the blade to its final shape on his belt 
grinder. The group was greatly interested in the 
demonstration, and Ray's flair and demonstrating ability 
was a large factor. By lunchtime the blade had been 
essentially finished and tempered, and the guard had 
been fashioned from a piece of brass. The handle slabs, 
shaped from pieces of horn, had been fitted and epoxied 

be to a mild steel piece which was shaped to receive the 
tang. After lunch the bladehang was epoxied into the 
handle completing the assembly and then the final 

shaping & polishing completed the project. 

To Lou Prather we give many thanks and expressions of gratitude for a great lunch. 

After lunch Clyde Payton held a committee meeting regarding the new blacksmith shop at Sam 
Atkin's Park. The minutes of this meeting will be found in this issue. 

As usual Clyde & Me1 were present with an assortment of tailgate goodies. I wonder what they 
do with all the dollars they take in at these meetings? 

Speaking of dollars, among the items on the show and tell table Expensive Ekmmer? 
was a hammer with a $1,000,000 price tag on it. It seems it was 
hand-forged by Bill Robertson, with a handle perfectly fitted to his 
hand. I know you're proud of it, Bill, but a million bucks? It didn't 
look like it was worth more than half that. 

Thanks, Ray, for a great demonstration. We are looking forward to the day when we can have 
a meeting in your new shop in Monticello. And thanks again to Skeeter for arranging a great 
meeting; 



NORTHEAST REGIONAL NEWS 
by Bob Mancuso, Program Coordinator 

Despite the "liquid sunshine" that spent the entire day with us the Northeast Region met on 
December 7th at the Pioneer Art Settlement in Barberville. After several forges were fired Jim Corbet 
informed us that we were under a tornado watch. The sky darkened, the "liquid sunshine" fell, the wind 
blew, the forges were burning, the anvils were ringing, and the members continued with their projects, but 
no tornado attended our meeting. 

Sixteen were in attendance and all were on the sign-in sheet. Three visitors attended and took 
applications with them. They all sounded very interested and we look forward to seeing them at the January 
meeting. Even with the weather two visitors to the Pioneer Art Settlement made their way to the Blacksmith 
Shop and watched several of the members at their play". 

During show and tell Nathan and Jo Yon showed some outstanding railroad spike kniveslletter 
openers. Everyone was very much impressed with their work. It was suggested that we encourage all 
members to bring something, when possible, to meetings for show and tell/brag time. In the past several 
members have been doing this, but we need others to do it also. This includes anything to do with the work 
you do at the forge and anvil. One more thing to remember: If you need help be sure to ask members. If the 
person you ask doesn't know they can usually pass you on to someone who can help. This is not limited 
only to meetings -- we have telephones. If you are not too far away an invitation to their shop is also 
possible for the help needed. 

Congratulations to Alex Chase; he has received a commission to make a number of special knives. 
Alex's son James attended the meeting and put in some time at a forge. 

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS 

Cristi Vason 
2740 Alston Dr. 
Atlanta, GA 30317 
H: 407-373-51 84 
Just starting out; needs everything 

MEMBER CHANGE OF ADDRESS 
William & Maureen Harris have moved to 14706 So. Boundary St., Archer, FL 32618 

Fred & Claudia Loesch, Jr. have moved to 530 N.W. 53 Terrace, Gainesville, FL 32607. H: 352-379-2953 



CHANGES FOR THE FUTURE 

At the November 16, 1996 meeting of the ABANA guarding each Chapter's members so that they may 
Board of Directors, after long consideration the Board continue to participate locally. The two lawyers on the 
passed two measures that are tied directly to the future ABANA Board, Andy Quittner (Texas, 512888-5564) 
of ABAIVA. and John W. Pollins, 111 (Pennsylvania, 412-834-8880) 

have volunteered their time to help you get the 
CHAPTER INCORPORATION incorporation filed. 

The recent by-laws change concerning Chapters had 
the effect of drawing attention to an issue that has long 
needed to be addressed. The Board voted that, 

"the ABANA Board directs its president to notify each 
chapter,. in whatever political jurisdiction, that 
ABANA now requires each chapter to acquire and 
maintain corporate status or its equivalent. Existing 
chapters will have until December 31,1998 to acquire 
incorporation. New chapters will have a two year 
probation period to achieve incorporation. The 
Services Division will provide all possible assistance 
in advising chapters about this process. All chapters 
are to provide a copy of their incorporation documents 
to the ABANA Office." 

In an unincorporated Chapter, all of the personal assets 
of every member can be at risk in the event of a 
lawsuit arising from an injury at a Chapter hammer-in 
or meeting. ABANA could be liable as well. To 
resolve this, the Board passed the motion requiring 
ABANA Chapters to incorporate. The Board chose a 
December 31, 1998 date to allow sufficient time for 
any Chapter to take the necessary steps. The provision 
for Chapters that are having difficulty incorporating to 
become affiliated with another Chapter, where 
possible, is to assure that every Chapter, no matter 
how small, can work through this process while 
getting the legal protection that they currently do not 
have. 

RAISE IN MEMBERSHIP DUES 

In another motion passed at the November 16, 1996 
meeting of the ABANA Board of Directors, the Board 
voted that, 

"as of January 1, 1998 the dues for a Regular 
Membership shall be $45 and an increase of $10 per 
membership category shall be applied across the 
board." 

During the budget discussions it became clear that 
costs for publications and operating the organization 
had risen over the past decade while membership dues 
had remained unchanged. It was also clear that in 
spite of cutting programs, publications, and services as 
much as possible (while maintaining a growing 
organization) a shortfall would occur in 1997 that 
would require spending a portion of ABANA's 
financial reserves just to balance out the year. 

ABANA has been kept in good fiscal health over 
recent years and for it to remain that way it is 
necessary to accept that a decade of inflation and the 
addition of a second quarterly magazine has stretched 
the dues dollar to the limit. With careful management, 
ABANA will continue to grow as it constantly seeks 
to increase services to its members. Careful 
management also means making the hard calls for the 
long term good of ABANA. 

This not an attempt to change the style or direction of Tal Harris 
any Chapter. Quite the opposite, it is directed at safe- ABANA Services Division 



PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
TO THE ABANA CHAPTERS 
November-December 1996 

Dear ABANA Chapters, 

As Joe Harris stated in his first President's Message, I also think it appropriate to look back for a moment and thank 
Emmert and Jane Studebaker for hosting our annual four day board meeting. In addition, I would like to thank the 
retiring board members; Clay Spencer, Jay Bumham-Kidwell and Will Hightower for their time and hard work, along 
with volunteering to serve as off-board members. Joe retired as president but will stay on the board. With Joe's 
council, along with the new and remaining board members, I hope to be a successful president as Joe was. 

In addition to a change in the president's position, Tal Harris will serve as 1st Vice President and Toby Hickman will 
serve as 2nd Vice President. ABANA's Secretary, Hans Peot was re-elected as was Treasurer Pete Brandenburg. 

You might have noticed in Joe Harris' last message for November, he mentioned that there would not be another 
message until January 1997. But due to the important resolutions made by the ABANA Board at the November 
budget meeting, it seemed necessary to send out this extra mailing. Carefully read the enclosed Chapter Liaison 
Newsletter containing information about Chapter incorporation requirements and 1998 membership dues increase. 
Please publish these announcements in your chapter newsletters and at up-coming meetings. 

I will leave you with this thought: "You only get out of an organization what you put into it". 

Best Wishes for the Holiday Season, 

C Lou Mueller 
ABANA President 

ANNOUNCEMENT FROM SKIPJACK PRESS 

Starting in December all orders for SkipJack's books are being processed by BookMasters Inc., a book fulfillment 
service, specializing in handling book orders and shipping the books quickly to individuals and dealers. You may 
now order by calling 1-800-247-6553, by faxing, by e-mail, by regular mail and by the World Wide Web. Major 
credit cards are accepted. Orders are shipped the next day via UPS or US Mail. Access to the 800 # is available 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. 

SkipJack has been processing book orders for the last six years and we feel that it is vital to upgrade our delivery 
service to our customers. Available are the use of a credit cards and an 800 number. Also available is access to the 
Internet and viewing SkipJack's Home Page on the Web. Our list of books, prices and terms remain the same-but 
don't forget to check out our special offers on the Web. 

SkipJack Press books may be ordered through: 

BookMasters, Inc. 
PO Box 388 
Ashland, Ohio 44805 USA 

Phone: 1-800-247-6553 
FAX: 1-41 9-281 -6883 
e-mail : order@bookmaster.com 
Web site: WWW.bookmasters.com/SkipJack 



WRnaatlzzIt? 
This is a new feature we will try to put in each month. It will featrure a tool or device that 
is as yet unidentified. We are asking for help in identifying its name and purpose. Anyone 
who does identify the WhatIzzIt for the month will receive mention in the next issue. 

This month's device does not appear to have much to do with blacksmithing, but Vi Payton 
found it in an antuque store, and would like to know if anyone can identify it. 

tall, but the height is adjustable 

There are four arms, of adjustable length, which can be raised or 
lowered on the main shaft. There is a small block near the top of 
the main shaft, which can also be raised or lowered. 
Let us know what you think. 

BOOK REVIEW 
by Clyde Payton 

TITLE: THE PRACTICAL HANDBOOK OF BLACKSMITHING AND METAL 
WORKING 
AUTHOR: Percy W. Blandford 
PUBLISHERS: McGraw-Hill & Tab Books, Inc. 
SOURCES: 
B.Dalton Booksellers (Tab) - Paper Back $24.95 Barnes & Noble (Tab) - Paper Back $24.95 
Warden Books (McGraw-Hill) Paper Back $1 8.95 Walden Books (McGraw-Hi1l)Hard Back $24.95 
Your Library 
ISBN-0-8306-1 179-7 hardbound 
ISBN-0-8306-9947-3 pbk 

Ok, Lock your seats in the upright position, and get readv for an EXCITING TRIP!!! Yes, an exciting trip in an arm 
chair with a worthwhile BOOK! If you are like me, you don't cradle a good book often enough, but here is a very 
good one on BLACKSMITHING. 

It's a rather hefty volume of 445 pages long, and boy, does it cover the subject! It has 19 chapters that thoroughly 
covers everything in blacksmithing from HISTORY, TRADITIONS, TOOLS, TECHNIQUES, HARDWARE, 
MAKING TOOLS, FINISHING, SOLDERING-BRAZING, AND WELDING (and a heck of a lot MORE)! 
It is well written and very well illustrated. Also, author Blandford gives the text an ample sprinkling of romance and 
nostalgia. To wit - on his chapter on making tools and sharpening, he quotes an old blacksmith's couplet: 

He that will a good edge win 
Must forge thick and grind thin. 

I particularity recommend this book to beginners. So - go or call the above listed sources, and order at least two 
copies - one for YOU and one for that special young girl or boy whom you know, who will need an excellent book 
in learning the SMITH'S ART. 

HAPPY HAMMERING. 



MAKING TONGS 

Alabama Forge Council Blacksmilh Conference 
Tannehill. Alabama - September 11, 1987 

Demonstrator: Paul Armbruster. President, Tullie Smith Guild. Atlanta. Georgia 
Notes by Clay Spencer - -  Published in the newsletter of Lhe Alabama Forge Council 

Malenal. 3/8" by x 1" x 1 2  (longer for larger jaws) 

1. Mark edge with punch a t  I" from end and a t  2" from same end on 
opposile edge. 

2. Use 1/2" bar, clamped to anvil as  luller. Make a 112" "U" shaped 
notched a t  each ol  the punch marks. 

- 1 - 4  

3. At first notch (1") , make a 90 degree twist. 

Editor's comment: Fred Caylor sent 
this in, and 1 had to put it in for 
sentimental reasons. Many years 
ago, when I was starting out in the 
Northwest Blacsmith's Association 
in Washington State, this was the 
technique that Darrel Nelson showed 
me to make my very first set of tongs. 
Aside from the sentimental 
attachment, this is a good way to 
make light- to medium-duty tongs. 

You can make it even easier by 
starting with one piece of bar stock 
18 to 24 inches long (depending on 
how long you want the reins), fuller 
it on both ends, and then split or cut 
along a line joining the two inside 
fullers (See illustration below). This 

4.  Cut bar a t  middle. Draw gut reins from second notch so  that it greatly reduces the amount of 
drawing out you have to do on the 

' reins. This is especially important 
for those who don't have power 
hammers. 

5. Form second haidle in same manneras as  first. Be sure to twist 
jaw in the same direction as the first. 

6. Fil the two halves together, mark and punch holes for rivet. 
Center the hole between the two notches. 

7. Form jaws to fit material Lo be handled. For larger jaws, use 
longer malerial and make the marks farlher back from the end (I 
I/2" rather than I") hut keep the 1" spacing between the l irsl  and 
second notches. 

8. Rive1 the jaws logelher, and adjusl jaws and reins Lo fil lhe male- 
rial and your hand. 

Spli along this l i d  

Torch Holder 
by Roy Plumlee 
reprinted from the Illinois Valley Blacksmith Associa- 
tion Newsletter 

Here is a piece of equipment I use in the shop that 
works well for me. It allows me to grab the lighted 
torch and I don't have to balance it on a piece of 
junk. I bought metal broom handle clips that were 
designed to be mounted on a wall. 
Several sizes are available. 



' RESPONDING TO MEDICAL EMERGENCIES 

1 Murf, the Editor, asked that I prepare a "Reminder" outline of a basic First Aid course 
a 

- .  
apropos to a typical gathering of blacksmiths at a typical hammer-in. At first blush his 
request seemed simple enough; but as I contemplated an outline, the assignment grew 

I increasingly more complex. And I'm compelled to repeat an earlier admonishment to every 
reader of the Clinker Breaker: Please avail yourself of the formal course in First Aid offered 

I 

1 
1 by your local Chapter of the American Red Cross! 

Now, with that said, some interim counsel follows: 

In the excitement of an emergency, one may be frightened or confused about what to do. STAY CALM - you can 
help. 
First Check the scene (be sure there is no risk for injury to yourself) and the victim: 

Is victim conscious 
Has trouble breathing 
Has chest pain or pressure 
Is bleeding severely 
Has persistent pressure or pain in the abdomen 
Is vomiting or passing blood 
Has a seizure, severe headache, or slurred speech 
Has injuries to head, neck, or back 
Has possible broken bones 

Second If any of these are present, call for help - 911 

Third Care for the victim. 

The most commorl medical emergencies one might encounter at a typical gathering of blacksmiths include bums, soft 
tissue injuries (bruises, busted fingers, foreign bodies in the skin or eye) and lacerations. 

BURNS: 
1. Stop the burning! Remove the victim from source of heat. Put out the flames, if necessary. 
2. Cool the bum. Use large amounts of cool water. Apply soaked towels or wet cloth to the face or other areas 

that cannot be immersed. (The slack tub is very appropriatz for fingers, hand.) 
3. Treat the bum: if area small and skin intact, apply "Foille" or juice from leaf of A h e  plant to relieve pain. 

Do not open blisters. Cover with clean dressing. If skin burned off and uriderlying tissue also burned, cover 
with clean cloth, bandage lightly, and see physician. 

BUSTED FINGER: 
1. Wash thoroughly with water and soap. Bandage firmly with sterile (if available; or "clean" 

lacking sterile) dressing. 
2. If skin break sizable and there appears to be significant damage to underlying tissue, 

including cracked or crushed bone refer to physician for care. 

BRUISE: 
1. Apply ice or a cold pack to help control pain and swelling. Place a cloth between pacldice and skin. 
2. Elevate injured part to reduce swelling. 

FOREIGN BODY IN SKIN: (splinter, metal) 
1. Wash skin around site with soap and water, or rubbing alcohol. 
2. If object can be grasped with tweezers, so remove it. Apply topical antiseptic (Iodine, Mercurochrome, other) 



(A magnet applied to an embedded sliver of steel often is sufficient for removal.) 
3. If object cannot be grasped or attracted out by magnet, then sanitize (heat to red color in flame of match or 

forge fire) a needle or other sharp point and carefully "dig" out end sufficiently for grasping with tweezers. 
Apply antiseptic and bandage. 

4. If upon examination it is apparent that the object must be cut out, refer to physician for care. 

FOREIGN BODY IN EYE: 
1. First, EXERCISE GREAT CARE in deciding a course of first aid care. Slivers of steel can cause significant 

damage to the eye; as can sand, sawdust, and dirt. And efforts at removal carry potential for damage. BE 
CAREFUL! With sand, dirt, sawdust and most everything else the eye will immediately tear (in the 

, body's effort to wash out the irritant) and be painful. Indeed, the victim may have difficulty opening 
I 

the eye because light further irritates. NOTE: a speck of steel in the eye typically does not cause 
immediate pain and tearing! Yet the victim usually is aware when the steel hits. (In most cases, the 
piece of steel is hot when it strikes the eye and the heat 'kills, the nerve endings at the site - thus no 

pain!!) Its some hours later before the victim knows that injury has occurred. 

2. In either instance (i.e., with steel or other foreign body) admonish the victim to refrain from rubbing the eye. 
If there is any suggestion that the eyeball has been ruptured or punctured, call 911. Bandage lightly. Or 
transport victim immediately to nearest medical care. Watch for shock during transport. 

3. Otherwise, assist victim in washing the eye with water. With victim lying down and head turned pour water 
into eye, aiming stream at angle of eye next to the nose. Instruct victim to bat eye lid. In most cases washing 
is sufficient to solve the problem. 

4. If the washing does not dislodge the object then pull back the eyelids and look for it (you old boy-scouters will 
recall the match-stick method of rolling back the upper lid). With the comer of a piece of gauze or a clean 
cloth, carefully tease the object out of the eye. This technique usually works well with sawdust, sand, dirt and 
sometimes steel that is not embedded. If imbedded steel is the culprit, refer victim to physician. (A light 
bandage to the eye will assist in reducing pain. DO NOT medicate in any way.) 

LACERATIONS: 
1. Evaluate severity. Has an artery been cut (is the wound spurting blood)?? If a big aretery has been cut (big 

spurts of blood), apply firm pressure with sterile dressing or clean cloth and instruct someone to call 91 1. 
Calmly reassure victim. Have him to lie quietly and as comfortably as possible. Watch for shock. (If direct 
pressure doesn't work, apply pressure to nearest "arterial pressure point" (Take a formal first aid course to learn 
locations and other critical details for managing severe arterial bleeding!!) Continue pressure until EMT's 
arrive and take over. 

Small artery bleeding is usually controlled by firm pressure to the wound; as is simple venous bleeding (no 
spurting). When bleeding has stopped or for all practical purposes stopped, proceed as follows: 

2. Examine wound. If cut is through skin into the underlying tissue and an inch or longer in length, refer to 
physician for care and suturing. Bandage appropriately to exclude dirt and control bleeding during transport. 

3. If laceration is small and exhibits none of the above criteria, wash the wound and surrounding skin thoroughly 
with liquid soap and water. One or more "butterfly sutures" might be applied to hold skin edges together and 
assist in controlling bleeding. Bandage with sterile dressing ("Band-aids" usually suffice). 

A Word about Shock 
Shock is a life-threatening condition! It must be anticipated in all persons who have sustained an injury, 
irrespective of severity. Its symptoms include: restlessness or irritability; rapid and weak pulse; rapid 



breathing; pale or bluish, cool, moist skin; excessive thirst; nausea and vomiting; drowsiness or loss of consciousness; 
drop in blood pressure. 
If you observe any evidence of shock, call 911 immediately - irrespective of nature or seeming insignificance of 
injury. While awaiting arrival of the EMT's: 

Care for the primary injury 
Reassure the victim 
Help victim rest comfortably 
Elevate legs about 12 inches (unless head, neck, or back injuries are suspected, or broken bones in hips or 
legs) 
Help victim maintain normal body temperature (provide covering if necessary) 
Do not give anything to drink or eat even though victim complains of thirst. 

These sketchy little notes must not be construed to substitute for a good course in basic first 
aid. It is our hope, though, that they will impart a sense of confidence and a will to act if 
you discover yourself a first responder to an adverse happening at a meeting of blacksmiths. 
Accidents can and do occur when least expected and at inopportune times. The more life- 
threatening events are only alluded to here. It behooves us all to be ready and willing to 
respond to a medical emergency whenever and wherever - a life could be saved; possibly 
your own. Please take the American Red Cross First Aid course. 

The safest rule, though, is to practice and insist upon SAFETY FIRST. Most accidents 
really didn't need to happen had we remembered that black iron may be hot, worn eye 
protection, remembered that sharp tools cut and exercised care when fingers must be close 
to hammer faces in motion. 

Skeeter Prather; M.D. 

N A I L S  - THE PETER ROSS WAY 
4 .  Nick two s ides  with hardy. 

Hugh Eddy 

1. in. rnd. or sq. stock. &/ fs Y W 5.  Place i n  nai l  header and twist o f f .  

6. ~ l a t t e n  head with 3 or 4 facets .  

2. Begin square taper. 

7. Quench i n  water and knock out nai l .  

3. Shoulder two sides. / 
Reprinted from The Hot Iron News 



@ New Blacksmith - needs almost everything. FOR SALE: Coal Forge - triple burner - 
Especially an anvil and a good cross-peen Champion #3 blower $150; Rivet Forge, 
hammer. Tongs, small tools, also wanted. Call originally made for US Army, atomizes multi fuel 
Mack Novak at 407-687-1359. 5155 Clouse $150; 60 hp motor $100; 5 ft utility work box for 
Road, West Palm Beach, FL 33417 full-size pickup $45. Contact Ray Nager at W: 

813-886-4603 Fax: 813-884-5876 
FOR SALE: 2 anvils, 100# & 150# ; 2 portable 
hand-cranked forges; 3 post vises; 2 crank 
blowers. Call Dennis Smith, Ft. Pierce, (561) 
468-2378 
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FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc. 

Chapter of ABANA, Inc. 
Date New0 Renewal q 

Name 

Address 

ABANA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
Artist Blacksmith Association of North America, 

Inc. 
Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

- 
City *, state* zip 

Phone:Home Work: - Spouse's Name. 
Are you interested in procuring: 
OAnvil UCoal '" OHand Tools 

'ISb- 
OPost Vise UBlower UForge 
Other 

Send this application and a membership fee of 
$20.00 to 

Patty Draper, FABA Treasurer 
Applecross Forge 
Route 7, Box 1082C 
Tallahassee, FL 32308 

Make check out to FABA. The FABA 
membership year begins May 1. New 
memberships received after December 31 also 
cover the following year. Membership is for a 
family. You don't have to be an ABANA 

* member to join FABA, but many FABA 
members are, and we encourage membership in 
both organizations. 

Phone 
The undersigned applies for membership in the 
Artist Blacksmith Association of North America 
and encloses as annual membership dues 
for one year. Checks must be in U.S. funds. 
Membership includes a subscription to the 
Anvil's Ring and The Hammer's Blow. 

Credit Card 
No. 
Visa0 MasterCardO 
Expiration Date 
q Full time Student(1 yr only) $30/yr 
q Regular membership $35/yr 
q Senior Citizen (age 65+) $30/yr 

Overseas Airmail $70/yr 
Contributory Membership $100/yr 
Public Library Subscription $25/yr 

Call (314) 390-2133 to charge your membership 
to VISA or Mastercard, or make out a check to 
ABANA and send to : 

ABANA 
P.O. Box 206 
Washington, MO 63090 



FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION 
Michael "Murf'" Murphy, Editor 
8537 Moore Woods Road 
Tallahassee, FL 3231 0 

JANUARY, arq?!!!? 

WALTER MCKENZIE, COORDINATOR 
FLORIDA FOLKLIFE PROGRAMS 
PO BOX 265 
WHITE SPRINGS, FL 32096 

The Florida Artist Blacksmith Association(FABA) - Chapter of Artist Blacksmith Association of North 
America, Inc., is a 501 (c)(3) non-profit educational oraanization whose ~ ~ ~ r n n s e s  are tn t ~ a r h  I 
promote, and preserve the art of blacksmithing 

FLOR265 32096q'?01 I C q 5  .12/'27/'9h 
provided by law. FABA publishes the Florida C FORWARD TIME E.XP RTN T O  SEND 

: F L A  F O L E L I t - E  PROGRAM includes a subscription. We solicit correspondc , 
FABA's purposes. ABANA chapter newsletters TALLAHASSEE FL 32399-0250 

the author and this newsletter. You need the p R E T U R N  TO SENDER 
unless otherwise noted. . - 
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